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- March 2015: Conference

with George Fitchett, in Utrecht

- Start project: end of 2016

- 56 chaplains involved

- 10 researchers from 4 universities

Marking Time



Evidence Based Practice:

- best scientific insights

- clinical practice and experience

- values and contexts of clients

Evidence Based Practice



Abma & Stake (2014): The Science of the Particular

- emic issues

- influence of the context

- meaning and interpretation

- holistic understanding

- learning potential

Naturalistic Case Studies 



Emic Issues (versus Etic)

- emerging out of the case

- design not fully determined

- example: Liaison Officer

Naturalistic Case Studies



Influence of the Context

- a case is not isolated

- meaning is situation-bound

- parts, dimensions and domains

- example: raincoat

Naturalistic Case Studies



Meaning and Interpretation

- understanding vs. explanation

- meaning in dialogue

- researcher is involved

- example: recognition

Naturalistic Case Studies



Holistic Understanding

- organic relationships

- multiple perspectives

- researcher as instrument

- example: inspiration

Naturalistic Case Studies



Learning Potential

- comparison

- local knowledge

- vicarious experience

- thick description

- power of stories

Naturalistic Case Studies



- Objectives of the CSP

- Fixed Format & Fixed Structure of Reflection

- Speaking in the Third Person within Long-term     Research 

Communities

- Influence of the Research Communities on the Result

- Contribution of Theory and Literature

Features and Questions



- Description of chaplaincy interventions and effects

- Description of interactions of chaplains with context

- Selection of good practices (representative – paradigmatic –

unusual – critical cases)

- Creating research communities

- example: death & doom

Objectives



Fixed Format: background, context, process, communication, reflections, 

feedback, summary

Fixed Structure: informative questions, meaning and worldview, practice and 

theory, outcomes and objectives, critical issues, summary

Intuition – Tacit knowledge

Sensitizing concepts

Good practices

Fixed Format & Structure



- She, He, This Chaplain

- Aesthetic Distance (Scheff, 2001)

- No supervision

- Commitment for a period of 4 years

- Development, improvement

Third Person & Long-term Communities



- ‘Personal’ style and language

- Different backgrounds

- Alternation of reflection and action

- Questions in format

- Research Collaboration Group

- PhD Niels den Toom

Influence Research Communities



- Introducing literature and theoretical 

models

- Making explicit

- Theoretical sensitivity (Glaser, 1978; 

Strauss & Corbin, 1998)

- Sensitizing concepts (Bowen, 2006)

Theory & Literature



And, finally, this is what I need 
to say to you.
There are things in your life
that only you will see,
stories that only you will hear.
If you do not tell them or write 
them down,
if you do not make the picture,
these things will not be seen,
these things will not be heard.

Emmet Gowin



Do We Have a Case?

We Have a Strong Case!

Case Studies Project
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